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Abstract. We prove that there is no a maximal low d.c.e degree.

1. Introduction

A natural extension of the notion of a computably enumerable (c.
e.) set is that of a d.c.e. which is one obtained by the difference of two
c. e. sets A = W − V . Equivalently, a d.c.e set A is a set for which
there exists a computable function f(x, s) so that A(x) = lims f(x, s)
and ∀x|{s, f(x, s) 6= f(x, s + 1)}| ≤ 2. As well as being interesting
in their own right, the d.c.e. Turing degrees can be studied both to
give insight into the c.e. Turing degrees and into the ∆0

2 degrees. The
investigation of the present paper can be viewed as contributing to all
three of these goals.

The uppersemilattice of d.c.e. degrees is not elementarily equivalent
to that of the c.e. degrees by Arslanov [1], and Downey [6]. Perhaps
the most striking difference between the d.c.e. degrees and the c.e.
degrees comes from the following two theorems:

Theorem 1.1. (Sacks [10]) The c.e. degrees are dense.

Theorem 1.2. (Cooper, Harrington, Lachlan, Lemmp, Soare [3]) The
d.c.e. degrees are not dense. Indeed, there is a maximal d.c.e. degree
a. That is, a < 0′, and there are no d.c.e. degrees b with a < b < 0′.

Notice also that density properties also allow us to compare the d.c.e.
degrees and the ∆0

2 degrees. By an unpublished result of Lachlan, there
are no minimal d.c.e. degrees yet Sacks constructed a minimal ∆0

2

degree. Actually there is a very interesting theme here that “towards
0” the d.c.e. degrees look like the c.e. ones and “towards 0′” they more
resemble the ∆0

2 degrees1.
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One of the fundamental operators in computability theory is the
jump operator. Quite early on it was found that there were noncom-
putable sets which were indistinguishable from the computable sets by
the jump operator:

Definition 1.3. A set A is low if A′ =T ∅′.

A recurrent theme in computability theory, and particularly the
study of the c.e. sets and degrees, is that low sets should resemble
computable sets in their properties. Technically, many results in this
vein rely in one form or another on the a method invented by Robinson.
Robinson proved the following theorem which is, a combination of well
known Sacks splitting theorem and density theorem.

Theorem 1.4 (Robinson [9]). For any low c.e. set L and c.e. set
AT > L, there are two c.e. sets B0, B1 so that L <T B0, B1 <T A and
A = B0 ⊕B1.

The lowness hypothesis of L in Robinson’s theorem is necessary as
witnessed by Lachlan’s nonsplitting theorem ([5]).

Robinson’s Theorem introduced the technique now called the Robin-
son technique which allows us to use lowness for c.e. sets. We will
discuss this technique in detail in the proof of our main result. Here
it suffices to say that the technique used the lowness of L to, in the
limit, answer ΣL

1 questions within the construction, and relied on the
enumerability of L to “certify” certain “no” answers within the con-
struction. (This will be explained in detail in the construction below.)
Recently, Arslanov, Cooper and Li ([2]) claimed a sweeping generaliza-
tion of the Robinson technique by claiming that Theorem 1.4 could be
proven without the hypothesis that L is c.e..

Unfortunately their “proof” contains a fatal flaw. Indeed, Downey
and Miller have recently proven the following:

Theorem 1.5 (Downey and Miller [7]). There is a low universal com-
plement for the c.e. degrees: That is, there is a low set L such that for
any noncomputable c.e. set A, ∅′ ≡T A⊕ L.

One of the consequences claimed by Arslanov, Cooper and Li was
the following.

Theorem 1.6. There is no maximal low d.c.e degree.

It is the goal of the present paper to give a proof of Theorem 1.6. We
believe that our the proof of Theorem 1.6 is interesting in its own right
as it introduces a method of applying the Robinson technique outside of
the c.e. degrees, and relies upon special properties of the d.c.e. degrees
to allow its application. Our methods do not seem to allow us to split
0′ over all lesser low d.c.e. degrees, and hence the following question
suggested by the Arlsanov-Cooper-Li claims remains.
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Question 1.7. For any low d.c.e. set L, is there a c.e. splitting
A0 ⊕ A1 = ∅′ so that Ai ⊕ L <T ∅′?

2. Intuition of the proof of theorem 1.6

2.1. The Robinson technique for c.e. sets. We remind the reader
how the Robinson technique works for the c.e. setting. We need a
lemma.

Lemma 2.1. For any low set L, X(L) ≤T 0′ where X(L) = {j : ∃n ∈
Wj∃m(n = L � m)}

The classical application of the Robinson technique is to split any
c.e. set A over a low c.e. set L, meeting Sacks type requirements of
the form

N i
e : Ai 6= ΦA1−i⊕L

e .

The basic idea is the same as for Sacks splitting theorem. At a stage s,
if we see `(e, i, s) > x where `(e, i, s) = max{y : ∀z < y : Φ

Ai−1⊕L
e (z) =

Ai(z)[s]}, we will attempt to preserve Ai−1⊕L � φ(x)[s]. We do this by
asking that elements below this use entering A after stage s should be
directed into Ai and not Ai−1. Then if we so preserve the use of the left
hand side and argue that if we fail to diagonalize, then A is computable,
since eventually all but a computable part of A will be directed into Ai

rather than Ai−i. However, there is a slight problem with this plan. The
set L is not unde our control. We can preserve Ai−1[s] � φe(`(e, i, s))[s]
as much as we like, but it is up to the opponent to decide whether
this also preserves Ai−1 ⊕ L � φe(`(e, i, s))[s]. The problem is that
if we preserve this computation, then the use might be L-incorrect.
However, we will have directed some small numbers perhaps into Ai,
which might fatally injure some lower priority requirement trying to
preserve the other side. This key insight can be turned around into a
proof that not every c.e. degree can be split into over all lesser ones.
(Lachlan [5].)

Here is where we use the fact that L is low and c.e.. Since L is low,
by the limit lemma, there is a computable function g(j, s) so that for
every j, lims g(j, s) = X(L)(j). For each argument x Robinson’s idea
is to build a computably enumerable set Ux = Wj(x) whose index is
given by the recursion theorem. This set allows us to use X(L) to “L-
certify” computations as follows. Suppose, as above we see `(e, i, s) >
x. We need to decide if we should preserve the left hand side of the
computation. Our action would be to put the index n of L � φe(x)[s]
into the test set Ux. By waiting or speeding up the enumeration we
may assume that n immediately enters Ux. Now if this L-configuration
is correct, g(j(x), s) should eventually output 1. Thus we can now
mark time and run the enumerations of g and L until a stage t ≥ s
is found where either Lt � φe(x)[s] 6= Ls � φe(x)[s], or g(j(x), s) = 1.
In the latter case, we will declare the computation to be L-certified,
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and impose restraint. In the latter case, we see that the computation
Φ

Ai−1⊕L
e (x)[t] now appears wrong. Furthermore, since L is assumed to

be c.e., we actually know that for all t′ ≥ t, Lt′ � (φe(x)[s]) 6= Ls �
(φe(x)[s]). In this latter case we impose no restraint for any y ≥ x.
We would repeat this process each time we see `(e, i, s) > x. If we
see infinitely many L-certified computations we we actually impose
restraint then we will impose only finitely much overall restraint for x,
and one can show that the overall restraint is finite for a fixed N i

e.

2.2. The problem where L is ∆0
2. We can still try to use a process

as above with L no longer c.e.. Indeed we can have an enumeration
of L given by the limit lemma, L = lims Ls meaning that for each z
Ls(z) 6= Ls+1(z) only finitely often.

Imagine that we attempt the above construction with L simply low
but not c.e.. At some stage we again see `(e, i, s) > x. Again we need
to decide whether to impose restraint on Ai−1 � φe(x)[s]. Of course
we can put n as above into some test set Ux. If we receive a “yes”
answer with a L-certified computation then, as before, we could impose
restraint. But suppose that we get a “no” answer at t. That means
that Lt � (φe(x)[s]) 6= Ls � (φe(x)[s]). We have a choice. Should we
impose restraint or not?

If we do impose restraint, then we are back to square one. Now the
restraint could be infinite since Φ

Ai−1⊕L
e (x) 6= Ai(x) because of infinite

use on the left hand side. Thus the overall restraint could restrain the
noncomputable part of A from Ai−1 killing lower priority requirements.

If we don’t impose restraint (the method suggested by Arslanov,
Cooper, and Li), then perhaps small numbers enter Ai after stage t.
However, perhaps really L � (φe(x)[s]) = Ls � (φe(x)[s]). This is be-
cause, quite distinct from the “L c.e.” case, Lt′ � (φe(x)[s]) = Ls �
(φe(x)[s]). Perhaps elements entered and then leave, or vice versa. But
now, since we did not impose restraint at stage t, now Ai−1 might have
changed. The crucial point is that now the set Ux is useless. That is
now Ux really does contain an index of a prefix-an initial segment of-L,
and henceforth g(j(x), s) can simply return 1.

This dilemma can be turned around to construct a universal low
complement for the noncomputable c.e. sets. (Downey and Miller
[7].) There does seem to be a class of low sets for which the Robinson
technique seems to work. These low sets are sets with not only a
lowness certification, but a “low enumeration.” We will explore this
idea elsewhere.

2.3. The proof of our theorem. We will assume that we are given
a low d.c.e. set L. We will construct a ∆0

2 set ∆ and a d.c.e. set A so
that ∆ �T L⊕ A and A �T L. We satisfy the requirements below.

Me : A 6= ΨL
e
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Ne : ∆ 6= ΦL⊕A
e

The easiest requirements to deal with are the M -type requirements.
For theM -type requirements, we apply Robinson technique and Freidberg-
Muchnik strategy. The only action for such requirements is to put some
numbers into A and, in the full construction, restrain those numbers
from leaving A2.

The action of Me is the following. We pick a follower x, and wait
until ΨL

e (x) = 0 at some stage s. As above, we put the L-use n = Ls �
ψe(x) into Ue. Precisely as above, we find the least t ≥ s such that
either n 6= Lt � ψe,s(x), or g(j, t) = 1, in which case we L-certify the
computation and put x into At. We will protect this number’s removal
from A with priority e. We put x into At only when the computation is
L-certified. It may later happen that we were wrong, but this happens
at most finitely often by the definition of g. Notice that once we put
x into A, we only need to pick a new follower x′ if we see some stage
s′ with ΨL

e (z) = A(z)[s′] for all z ≤ x. That is, inductively all the
followers we have put into A for the sake of Me must be incorrect.
This entails that all of the apparent initial segments of L ever put into
Ue must also be wrong. This happens at most finitely many times. The
point is there is at most one n ∈ Ux,s so that n = Ls � m for some m at
any stage s. The usual argument to do is to ensure that U is a prefix
free set. There are some little problems to ensure this.

The argument for the N -type requirements is significantly more sub-
tle. For N -type requirements, we also apply Robinson technique and
Freidberg-Muchnik strategy as well. We never put any numbers into
(but may extract some numbers from) A for these requirements. For

every requirement Ne, we try to build ∆(x) 6= Φ
L⊕A(x)
e for some x by

putting x into (or pulling x out of) ∆ at most finitely many times. Fix
x, we try to build ∆(x) 6= ΦA⊕L

e (x). Let n = Ls � φe,s(x). Again we
enumerate n into a c.e. set V which we shall build during the con-
struction. Again we may assume that we have in advance an index
j such that V = Wj. Again we find the least t ≥ s such that ei-
ther n 6= Lt � φe,s(x), or g(j, t) = 1. In the case that g(j, s) = 1,we
L − certify the computation, and change ∆(x). This case can only
occur finitely, as usual.

It is what we do in the case that g(j, t) = 0 and n 6= Lt � φe,s(x) that
causes us problems. We will ensure that there is at most one n ∈ Vs so
that n = Ls � m for some m at any stage s. We will ensure that V is

2Since our construction is a finite injury argument, it will suffice to simply ini-
tialize lower priority requirements for “restraint” as lower priority requirements will
then need to work with “fresh” numbers for their followers, which will be bigger
than any seen in the construction before in the usual method for modern finite
injury arguments.
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a prefix free set. Suppose that we are in this case. There are two basic
possibilities

(i) Some z ≤ φe,s(x) leaves L after stage s. (We refer to this as “L
moves right.”)

This is the good case. The set L d.c.e. and hence this z can
never return. Thus the g(j, s) = 0 is also L-certified.

(ii) L moves left. That is, Lt ∩ φe,s(x) ⊃ Lsφe,s(x).
This is the real problem. Now it might in the future be

possible for Ls′ � φe,s(x) = Ls � φe,s(x).
The main idea is that should such a future stage s′ occur,

with g(x, s′) = 1, we will be able to claim that we can make
As′+1 � φe,s(x) = As � φe,s(x) by extraction of numbers from A.
That is, we are claiming that since we have not been left of Ls,
Av will not have been left of As.

It is by no means clear that we will be able to so restore A, and
this is the core of our construction. It would well seem that perhaps
the first time we saw some potential stage to act, we had some p in
As, and some other Nk might act before stage s′ in the sense of the
above, perhaps causing elements to leave Au before stage s′. (Recall
that only N -type requirements extract elements from A.) If this could
occur then we would have no hope or making A d.c.e. and still meeting
the requirements. The section below is devoted to analysis of two N -
type requirements above a M -type one, and showing that “timing”
considerations make this scenario impossible.

2.4. Two N-strategies above one M-requirement. Suppose there
are two requirements N0 and N1 below a requirement M0.

Suppose at current stage s, n ∈ V1,s′ for some s′ < s and n is an
initial segment of Ls � φ1,s′(x1) and g(j1, s) = 1.

Thus, N1 desires to restore the computation at stage s′ + 1 back to
the configuration on φ1(x1[s

′] at stage s. We would like to be able to
pull all of the elements z < φ1,s′(x1) which are in As but not in As′ out
of A. We claim As � φ1,s′(x1) ⊇ As′ � φ1,s′(x1). Otherwise, there must
exist some number z < φ1,s′(x1) which was in As′ but was pulled out
at a stage s′′ between s′ and s . Since we do not extract numbers for
the action of M -type requirements, z must have been pulled out by N0

or N1.

(i) z was pulled out by N1 itself. Then, inductively, we must have
restored a computation at stage s′′ to an earlier stage t < s′

(since z ∈ As but z /∈ As′′). Since L is d.c.e, there must not be
any number y < φ1,t removed from Lt between stage t and s′′.
Otherwise, the computation at stage t can not be restored. But
the computation at stage t was destroyed by L, so Lt � φ1,t ⊂
Ls′ � φ1,t. Thus Ls′′ � φ1,t = Lt � φ1,t ⊂ Ls′ � φ1,t.
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(ia) φ1,t ≤ φ1,s′ . It means there is a number below φ1,s′ left L at
stage t and so the computation at stage s′ can not be restored.
A contradiction.

(ib) φ1,t > φ1,s′ . Note Ls′ � φ1,s′ can not be an initial segment
of Lt � φ1,t. This means that there is some number below
φ1,s′ entered L after stage t and still be in L at stage s′. A
contradiction.

(ii) z was pulled out by N0. Then, inductively, we must have re-
stored a computation of N0 at stage s′′ to an earlier stage t < s′

(since z ∈ As but z /∈ As′′). Note L is d.c.e, there must
not be any number y < φ0,t leaving from Lt between stage t
and s′′. Otherwise, the computation at stage t can not be re-
stored. But the computation at stage t was destroyed by L, so
Lt � φ0,t ⊂ Ls′ � φ0,t. Thus Ls′′ � φ0,t = Lt � φ0,t ⊂ Ls′ � φ0,t.

(iia) φ0,t ≤ φ1,s′ . It means there is a number below φ1,s′ exited out
from L at stage t and so the computation at stage s′ can not
restored. A contradiction.

(iib) φ0,t > φ1,s′ . Since L is d.c.e, there can not be any number
y < φ1,s′ removed from Ls′ between stage s′ and s. Other-
wise, the computation at stage s′ can not be restored. But the

computation Φ
As′⊕Ls′
1,s′ was destroyed by L at stage s′ + 1. So

Ls′ � φ1,s′ ⊂ Ls′′ � φ1,s′ = Lt � φ1,s′ . This means there is some
number below φ1,s′ entered L before stage s′ and exiting from L

between stage s′ and s′′. So the computation Φ
As′⊕Ls′
1,s′ can not

be restored. A contradiction.

We now turn to the formal details of this finite injury argument.

3. The proof of Theorem 1.6

3.1. Basic module. For Me we build a c.e. set U whose index i is
given by the recursion theorem.

(1) Pick up a large fresh follower m.
(2) Wait for A � m+ 1 = ΨL � m+ 1[s].
(3) Put n = L � ψ(m)[s] into U
(4) Run the enumerations of g and L until

Case(1) g(i, t) = 1. Put m into At+1. Declare that m is used,
and restrain it with priority Me from leaving A.

Case(2), L � ψ(m)[t] changed. Go to step (2).
(5) If A � m + 1 = ΨL � m + 1[t] and m has been used go back to

step (1).

For Ne, we build a c.e. set V . By the recursion theorem, we assume
V has an index j.

(1) Pick up a fresh follower m.
(2) Wait for ∆ � m + 1 = ΦL⊕A

e � m + 1[s], or Ls extends some
n′ = L � φ(m)[t] already in Vs, and g(j, s) = 1.
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(3) In the cased that n′ is an initial segment of Ls, go to (5),
Case(2), Subcase(1) below.

(4) Put n = L � φ(m)[s] into V .
(5) Run the enumerations of g and L until

Case(1) g(j, t) = 1. Put (or pull) m into (out from) ∆ so
that ∆(m) 6= ΦL⊕A

e (m). Protect this computation by setting
up a restriction r.

Case(2) L � φ(m)[t] changed.
Subcase(1) n′ = L � φ(m)[t] was already put into V at some

previous stage t′ and g(j, t) = 1. Pull out the numbers entered
A after stage t′. Put (or pull) m into (out from) ∆ so that
∆(m) 6= ΦL⊕A

e (m)[s]. Go to step (2). Subcase(2) Otherwise.
Go to step (2).

3.2. Construction.
Order the priorities of the requirements M0, N0,M1, . . . . For every

requirement Ne, we build a c.e. set Ve and by the recursion theorem,
it has an index j(e), and similarly Ui(e) for Me. Every set we are con-
structing except A and ∆ is a local set. We will differentiate between
R requiring attention, and R acting. It will only be in the latter case
that R will initialize lower priority requirements to preserve its action.
Also we will use the phrase “speed up the enumeration to wait for ....
to occur.” We will regard this as happening in one step of the construc-
tion, so that any action can be taken at the current stage. This avoids
having stages where nothing is done whilst we are waiting for some
pending decision for some requirement, and considerably simplifies the
notation. We say a requirement R requires attention at stage s + 1 if
one of the following holds.

(1) R = Me

Case (1). Me has no unused follower, and the length of agree-
ment between ΨL and A has just increased. Then our action is
to appoint an (unused) follower ms to Me.

Case (2). Me currently has an unused follower assigned at
some stage t ≤ s, so that me,s = me,t, and As � me,t +1 = ΨLs

e,s �
me,t+1. (It will be the case that As(me,t) = 0 = ΨLs

e,s(me,t).) Set
Ue,s+1 = Ue,s ∪ {n =def Ls � ψe,s}. Speed up the enumeration L
and g(i(e), s) until a stage s′ > s so that either Ls′ � ψe,s(me,t) 6=
Ls � ψe,s(me,t) or g(i(e), s′) = 1. In the former case, do nothing.
If g(i(e), s′) = 1 then declare that me,s is used, and that Me

acts. Initialize lower priority requirements. Enumerate me,s

into As+1.
(2) R = Ne.

Case 1. Ne has no follower at stage s. Our action is to appoint
a fresh number m = me,s to follow Ne. Here Ne acts and we
initialize all lower priority requirements.
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Case 2. Ne has a follower me,s appointed and not canceled
since some stage t < s, so that me,s = me,t. See if ∆s(me,t) =
ΦLs⊕As

e,s (me,t), or Ls extends some n′ = L � φe,u(me,t)[u] already
in Ve,s and g(j(e), s) = 1.

Subcase (2.0) No. Do nothing.
Subcase (2.1). Yes and n = L � φe(me,t)[s] does not extend

something already in Ve,s. Speed up the enumeration of L and
g(j(e), s) until a stage s′ > s so that either Ls′ � φe,s(me,t)+1 6=
Ls � φe,s(me,t) + 1 or g(j(e), s′) = 1. In the former case, we
do nothing. If g(j(e), s′) = 1 then Ne acts. The action is to
initialize lower priority requirements, and make ∆s+1(me,t) 6=
ΦLs⊕As

e,s (me,t).
Subcase (2.2). Yes and n = L � φe(me,t)[s] is compati-

ble with, or Ls extends, some n′ = L � φe(me,t)[u] for some
t < u < s already in Ve,s. Speed up the enumeration of L and
g(j(e), s) until a stage s′ ≥ s so that either Ls′ � φe,s(me,t)+1 6=
Ls � φe,s(me,t) + 1 or g(j(e), s′) = 1. In the former case, we do
nothing. If g(j(e), s′) = 1 then Ne acts. The action is to ini-
tialize lower priority requirements, cause A � φe,s(me,t)[s+ 1] =
Auφe,u(me,t) and making ∆s+1(me,t) 6= ΦLs⊕As

e,s (me,t) (which will
happen if we restore ∆s+1(me,t) = ∆u(me,t). (Naturally we will
need to check that this can be done with A d.c.e..)

Notice that the follower me for Ne will never been canceled once it
is defined provided that Ne has priority.

3.3. Verification. We prove that every requirement is satisfied and
acts and is initialized at most finitely often by induction on the prior-
ity f . Select the least stage s so that all of the requirements of higher
priority than Rf have ceased activity. Note if a requirement acts at-
tention then it will never put (or pull) any thing into (out from) A
and/or ∆. Suppose all of the following lemmas are true for every re-
quirement of priority weaker than Rf . Suppose Rf is Me or Ne. Define
Ve = ∪t≥sVe,t and Ue = ∪t≥sUe,t.

Lemma 3.1. For M-requirement, Ue is prefix free, A 6= ΨL
e and Me

acts only finitely many often.

Proof. We work after the stage s0 where Me will never again be initial-
ized. Firstly, we prove Ue is a prefix free set. It suffices to prove Ue,s′

is prefix free for every s′ ≥ s0. Suppose we put a number ns′ = Ls′ �
ψs′(me,s′) into Ue,s′+1 at stage s′+1. If Ue,s+1 were not prefix free, then
there must a number nt = Lt � ψt(me,t) compatible with ns′ which has
been put into Ue,t+1 at some stage s0 ≤ t+ 1 < s′.

(1) ψt(me,t) < ψs′(me,s′) and Ls′ � ψt(me,t) = Lt � ψt(me,t). If
me,t < me,s′ then we will have acted for me,t to have appointed

me,s′ , As′+1(me,t) = At+1(me,t) = 1 6= 0 = ΨLt
e,t(me,t) = Ψ

Ls′
e,s′(me,t).
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Hence Me would not have received attention at stage s′, a con-
tradiction. If me,t = me,s′ , then by the basic properties of uses
for reductions the corresponding nt and ns′ cannot be compat-
ible.

(2) Otherwise. Then ψt(me,t) > ψs′(me,s′) and Lt � ψs′(me,s′) =
Lt � ψs′(me,s′). Again if we assume the two n′s to be compatible,
it can only be that me,s′ 6= me,t. and so me,s′ was appointed
after we acted for Me using me,t. But then, me,s′ is appointed
as a fresh number and we would have made me,s′ to exceed all
previous uses etc seen in the construction at the stage u with
t+ 1 ≤ u < s′ it was appointed. In particular, me,s′ , and hence
ψs′(me,s′) will exceed ψt(me,t), so this case cannot occur.

Now choose a stage s′ ≥ s so that ∀t ≥ s′(g(i(e), t) = g(i(e), s′)).
There are two cases.

(1) g(i(e), s′) = 0. Select a stage s′′ ≥ s so that a follower me,s′′

has been defined and As′′(me,s′′) = 0. Then it will never been
initialized andMe will never require attention after s′′. Ue∩{L �
n, n ∈ N} = ∅. This means that ΨL

e (me,s′′) ↑ and so Me is
satisfied and will never require attention.

(2) g(i(e), s′) = 1. Since Ue is prefix free, |Ue∩{L � n, n ∈ N}| ≤ 1.
So |Ue ∩ {L � n, n ∈ N}| = 1. Select a stage s′′ ≥ s′ so that
|Ue,s′′ ∩ {Lt � n, n ∈ N}| = 1 for every stage t ≥ s′′. Then there
must one follower m ∈ |Ue∩{L � n, n ∈ N}| so that ΨL(m) = 0.
So Me must have acted to put m into A. So the requirement
will never require attention after stage s′′.

�

Lemma 3.2. For Ne, Ve is prefix free, ∆ 6= ΦL⊕A
e and Ne requires

attention only finitely many often.

Proof. Again we work in stages s ≥ s0 after which Ve is initialized for
the last time. In the following we are proving the lemma above, but
not proving here that A is d.c.e.. The construction for Ne only asks us
to restore A to earlier configurations. We will in a subsequent lemma
ensure that such restorations are possible whilst still keeping A d.c.e..
Firstly, we prove Ve is prefix free. Suppose there is a follower me,s at
stage s, and this is the least stage after s0 where Ne gets a follower.
Then, by construction, this follower is immortal. Letme = me,s. Notice
that this follow and any activity after stage s0 cannot affect anything
of higher priority than Ne as the numbers involved are too big by
initialization.

It suffices to prove Ve,s′ is prefix free for every s′ ≥ s. Suppose we
put a number ns′ = Ls′ � φs′(me) into Ve,s′+1 at stage s′ + 1. If Ve,s+1

were not prefix free, then inductively, if s′ is the lest stage where it
becomes non-prefix free, there must a number nt = Lt � φt(me) which
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has been put into Ue,t+1 at some stage s ≤ t+ 1 < s′ and this segment
is compatible with ns′ .

At the stage t+1 we added nt to Ve, we would have had a computation
ΦLt⊕At

e,t (me) ↓= ∆t(me). The way the construction works is that we
would not add ns′ to Ve. (Rather we would check in Subcase (2.2) to see
if we can L-certifiably via g(j(e), s′) restore A to make a disagreement.
Thus this cannot occur.)

So Ve must be prefix free.
Now select the least stage s′′ ≥ s so that ∀t ≥ s′′(g(j(e), t) =

g(j(e), s′′)).

(1) g(j(e), s′′) = 0. Then Ne will never require attention after s′′.
By the recursion theorem, Ve ∩ {L � n, n ∈ N} = ∅. It is
immediate that ΦL⊕A

e (me) 6= ∆(me)
(2) g(j(e), s′′) = 1. Since Ve is prefix free, |Ve∩{L � n, n ∈ N}| ≤ 1,

and since lims g(j(e), s) = 1, we see |Ve ∩ {L � n, n ∈ N}| =
1. Select the least stage, say t, t ≥ s at which we put some
the number ne = Lt � φe,t(me) ∈ {L � m,m ∈ N} into Ve,t.
Now this is a real initial segment of L and it is in Ve at every
stage after t. There is some least stage t′ ≥ t, s′′ where Lu �
φe,t(me)[u] = ne for all u ≥ t′. At such a stage u, we will see
that Subcase (2.2) (or (2.1)) pertains as we have Lu extending
ne. At such a stage t′ we would restore At � φe,t(me)[t

′] = At �
φe,t(me)[t], since, by choice of t′ ≥ s′′, g(j(e), t′) = 1. This
would create a disagreement which would be preserved forever,
and Ne would never again act.

�

Lemma 3.3. A is d.c.e.

Proof. If this is not true then there are is a number x which enters and
leaves more than once. The only requirements that do something not
c.e. to A are the Ne’s. It follows that there must be two requirements
Na and Nb where Na acts to take a number out of A and Nb acts to
put it back in. Since Nb acts after Na’s action, it must have higher
priority than Na, as it was not initialized by Na’s action (in which case
its numbers would be too big). Now since Na acts to take x out of A
at some stage sa, it can only do so through the agency of Subcase (2.2)
of the construction. That is, we must have seen Lsa extending some
na in Va. This na was put into Va at some stage ta < sa. At this stage
we would have had an apparent ΦL⊕A

a (ma) = ∆(ma) computation not
corresponding to some earlier configuration in Va. It must have been
that x 6∈ Ata . Thus x must have entered A at some stage v after stage
ta and this can only happen through the agency of some Mk of lower
priority than both Na and Nb since Mk did not initialize them. Since
Mk has lower priority and x is smaller than φa(ma), it must have been
that Na did not act at any stage before v, since otherwise x would have
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been too big. We can only conclude that for all stages between ta and
v, Lv � φa(ma)[ta] ⊃ Ltaφa(ma)[ta]. (It cannot have moved right else it
could not ever get back to Lu extending Lta � φa(ma)[ta].)

Now if Nb acts to put x back into A, then since it restoring A to a
configuration corresponding to a ΦL⊕A

b (mb)[q], it must have been that
x was already in Aq. Since this configuration must occur before the
stage sa where Na acts to take x out of A, we must conclude that
Lq � φa(ma)[ta] ⊃ Lta � φ(ma).

But now we have a contradiction. For Na to act before Nb acts, we
would need that L moves right so that Lsa extends Lta � φa(ma)[ta].
However, since Nb does not act before stage sa (lest it initialize Na),
we must have that g(j(b), s) = 0 for stages q ≤ s ≤ sa, and this must
be L-certified in the sense that Ls cannot be compatible with Lq �
φb(ma)[q]. (Otherwise Subcase (2.2) would act for Nb.) Since s = sa is
a special case of this noncompatibility, Lsa cannot be compatible with
Lq � φb(mb)[q]. The conclusion is that Lsa � φb(mb)[q] is left of Lq �
φb(mb)[q]. This is only possible if φb(mb)[q] > φa(ma)[ta]. But finally
we have a contradiction. Lsa � φa(ma)[ta] is right of Lta � φa(ma)[ta].

�

Lemma 3.4. ∆ is ∆0
2.

Proof. It suffices to prove for every uncancelled follower me and e ∈ N,
∆(me) ↓. But every requirement requires attention at most finitely
often. So it is true. �

4. Some comments

It is not difficult to modify the construction above to prove the fol-
lowing.

Corollary 4.1. For any low d.c.e set L, there is a low d.c.e set A with
L <T A.

Proof. We can replace the Ne of Theorem 1.6 by standard lowness
requirements

∃∞s(ΦA⊕L
e (e)[s]) ↓→ ΦA⊕L

e (e) ↓ .
Again the argument is finite injury. Now after stage s = s(e) where
Ne is initialized for the last time by higher priority requirements, Ne

has the ability to restore A at will to any configuration involving A �
φu(e)[u] for stages s(e) ≤ u, and the ability to protect such restorations
by initializing lower priority requirements. Thus we will use Ve and g
in the same way after s(e) (the final incarnation of Ve), to either see
Ls extending something already in Ve which is g-certified-g(e, s) = 1-
or we see a new ΦA⊕L

e (e)[u] computation, which we will L-test via Ve

and g. Again, by the definition of g in the theorem and the proof, if
lims g(e, s) = 1 then ΦA⊕L

e (e) ↓ and if lims g(e, s) = 0 then ΦA⊕L
e (e) ↑.

So A⊕ L is low. �
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Corollary 4.2. For any low d.c.e degrees, there are infinitely many
d.c.e. degrees above it.

Proof. By Corollary 4.1. �

Now we finish with some brief remarks about extensions to our re-
sults.

We think it is not hard (but tedious) to show that our argument
works for L is n-c.e (ω ≥ n > 1), using a nonuniform proof. We have
not checked this in detail.

We want to explain why our argument does not work to solve Ques-
tion 1.7. In our proof we can ensure A to be d.c.e. since no other
requirements force A to change more often. However, in Question 1.7,
we failed to construct such a d.c.e. set since we must put the numbers
into A1−i while we pull them out from Ai. This can happen many
(although finitely many) times for a fixed number. This is the crucial
difference between Friedberg strategies and Sacks ones. Although we
do not know whether 1.7 has a positive solution in the d.c.e. degrees,
this method can be used to split every c.e. degree into two ω-c.e. de-
grees over any lesser low d.c.e. degree. The trick is we can bound
the times of which both Ai’s change by a computable function. One
question thus left over here suggested by our work and that of Downey
and Miller is the following.

Question 4.3. Is there a low d.c.e degree cupping every c.e. degree
not below it to 0′?
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